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Peninsula
Tool has developed a strong name in the manufacturing of
specialty milling cutters. Whether the tool is a simple slitting saw or one
that requires side cutting teeth coupled with radii or chamfers, we can
design and manufacture the tool that fits your application.
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Endmills, Ballnoses and Tapered Tools
We can make standard tools to order, but where we take the tooling a step
further is in the application of high speed machining solid carbide cutting
tools. Through extensive in-house testing we have developed a set of tools
for high speed machining. Ballnose or corner radius endmills, the tools have
been developed with maximum rigidity, which is very important for today’s
mold manufacturer.
An additional strength is in the application of tapered endmills and ballnoses.
Again, our experience has enabled us to develop the correct geometry for
tapered tools. Regardless if the tools are used in aerospace or mold making
applications, these tools will perform. This knowledge has also been applied
to engraving and texturing machining applications.

Drills & Step Drills
Whether it is a single or multi step drill, HSS or carbide, we take care to
ensure the geometry matches the application.
It is most important for our customers to achieve predictable tool life.
For this reason Peninsula Tool takes the care on each tool it makes to
ensure consistent geometry and edge preparation.
We are able to grind special profiles on steps to eliminate the need for form
tools or at least reduce the amount of work the finishing tools perform.

Reamers & Form Tools
This is an area that requires high precision capabilities, which Peninsula
Tool has established in the equipment it utilizes and the people who operate them.
We are able to maintain tolerances down to 0.0001” on diameters and we
can couple this with very accurate profiles and forms as required.
Low volume or high, Peninsula Tool will take the time to ensure consistent
quality throughout the order.

